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Anti-Aging Formula Puts the SPRING Back Into Your Step!
In today’s society, we have every opportunity to extend our life span and
remain healthy late in life. The most important key factor to this
“fountain of youth” is SYSTEMIC PLANT ENZYMES.

Kelli de Sante′/President
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What’s Happening?
We are now on Twitter, Squidoo & Facebook. Check us out:

Since the beginning of civilization, many cultures have believed that there is
an invisible force which made all living things. We now know that this mysterious force, which transforms one substance into another like milk into
cheese or grapes into wine, is Systemic Enzymes. Even the air we breathe was
transformed millions of years ago by certain new enzymes that were formed by single
plants that separated oxygen from carbon dioxide allowing for new life forms to exist.
So why are SYSTEMIC ENZYMES so important to Anti-Aging? In a
word ─ LIFE. Without systemic enzymes, LIFE itself is not possible, not
for people, plants, or animals.** Enzymes are the single most important essential for every reaction taking place in a living organism because every second of everyday life changes and renews itself. Restoring proper levels of systemic enzymes in
the body will quickly put it on the road to recovery.
In the 1930s scientists only knew of 80 types of enzymes. Today, they have
identified more than 2,700 different enzymes that act with incredible speed
to keep our vital life functions in order. These enzymes act as "biocatalysts"
whose very presence causes the acceleration and transformation of an organic substance.**
Enzymes are essential for the adequate functioning of our entire metabolic
system. No part acts alone; every part of the body is related to the whole.
Biochemically speaking, even a single tiny disturbance in this enzymatic order
can result in a complete imbalance making the body susceptible to a variety of chronic
to life-threatening diseases.**
Unlike standardized digestive enzymes, which are often isolated and then
blended, naturally occurring Systemic Plant Enzymes act synergistically and
have been proven to have an efficacy of more than three to four times standardized
versions.** Not only do they work as digestive enzymes to break down protein, fats,
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Q. Lifestyle
Question of the
Month:
Did you know that if you eat
organically grown foods, it is
even more important for you
to consume Probiotics daily?
Why? Because without the
pesticides and chemicals, you
are actually more exposed to
fungus, mold, and bacteria.
Recently, I conducted a nutritional live blood cell analysis
on this couple who always eat
healthy organic foods. To our
shock, both tested revealed an
excess of fungus, mold, and
bacteria in the live blood sample.
I immediately investigated the
situation and was reminded
that without the pesticides and
chemicals, these fresh fruits
and vegetables contain fungus,
mold, and bacteria. We, of
course, encourage eating organic to avoid chemicals but
always remember to add a few
Probiotics to your daily regime. BODY BIOTICS™ is a
time–tested safe and effective
solution to your daily Probiotic needs. Customers around
the world praise BODY
BIOTICS™ as being the best
Probiotics Supplement.

BODY BIOTICS™
Advanced Probiotic Formula
90 capsules /Retail: $54.00

President’s message continued...
and carbohydrates; they flow into the bloodstream and throughout our entire body,
producing many transformative healing effects. In other words, natural Systemic
Plant Enzymes provide us with whole-body benefits. Systemic Plant Enzymes go
well beyond the intestinal tract and produce beneficial regenerative effects in every
part of the body…the organs, the blood, the immune system, and so on.
Systemic Enzymes (Plant and Animal) have been used in the food, medical, and pharmaceutical industry for many years. In the medical industry,
SYSTEMIC ENZYME THERAPY is the correct medical name for the
therapeutic use of these natural enzymes. Enzymes are
used in medical testing to determine blood sugar levels,
Heart Disease, Cancer, Leukemia, Anemia, and others;
by measuring the amount of various enzymes in the blood
and/or other bodily fluids.** So, if measuring the
amount of enzymes in the blood/bodily fluids can indicate a diseased state, logic tells us that enzyme activity
in the body is crucial to good health and having the
right amount of these various enzymes can restore the
body to a healthy state.
Furthermore, in the pharmaceutical industry, enzymes are use to produce drugs as enzymatic inhibitors, such as Cytostatics, Antibiotics, Steroids, etc., and
unfortunately these drugs produce a variety of side effects. BODY BIOTICS SPE™
SYSTEMIC PLANT ENZYMES are a natural alter- Systemic Plant Enzymes
native that helps to alleviate disturbances in the bodily 180 capsules / Retail $49.00
functions and works to repair the body, rather than, to
inhibit it.
In conclusion, medical literature had reported more than 150 diseases that
are a direct result of enzymatic deficiencies. After many years of research, scientists have concluded that enzymatic deficiencies could be corrected or, at least,
neutralized by means of the proper application of systemic enzymes.**

So, medically speaking, if measuring the amount of
enzymes in the blood/bodily fluids can indicate a
diseased state, logic tells us that enzyme activity in the
body is crucial to good health and having the right
amount of these various enzymes can restore the body
to a healthy state.
If you suffer from: Anemia, Candida, Autoimmune Disease, Inflammation, Colitis,
Back Pain, Gas, Heartburn, Gout, Diarrhea, Anxiety, Stress, Headaches, Hypertension, Insomnia, Congestion, Food Allergies, Chronic Fatigue, Constipation, Flu and
Colds, PMS, Lactose Intolerance, Sinusitis, Eczema, Aching Muscles and Joints, Arthritis, Crohns, Diverticulitis, MS, and many others; these have all been identified
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Presidents message continued...
CURRENT EVENTS
as being directly related to enzyme deficiencies. Any and all of these chronic
diseases compromise our long-term
health, lead to pre-mature aging, and
shortening of life span.**
When selecting natural enzyme supplements, it’s important to note that enzymes are catalytically active polymer compounds made of amino acids. The formation of ALL enzymes
requires certain organic molecular
pieces of vitamins, minerals and trace
elements, all together called "coenzymes." Without these critical "coenzymes," proper enzyme production cannot take place.
Product formulas, such as, Body Biotics
SPE™ (Systemic Plant Enzymes) contains both the enzymes and the organic
molecular co-enzymes necessary to produce safe and effective results. For AntiAging protections, we recommend adding
two Body Biotics SPE™ capsules to
your health regime, 3 to 4 times a day.
A Votré Santé,

Kelli de Santé

Average Life Expectancy
Around the World
United Sates

78

Japan

82

Iceland

81

Spain

80

Switzerland

81

Australia

81

France

80

Norway

80

Heartbeat of America

Sweden

80

Hosted by William Shatner

South Africa

49

Haiti

60
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Anti-aging, also known as life extension; refers to attempts to slow down or reverse the processes of aging
to extend both the maximum and average lifespan.

Life Science Products is
proud to announce that we
will be featured on William
Shatner’s national cable television show, HEARTBEAT
OF AMERICA.
During the show, President,
Kelli de Santé will receive the
prestigious “Keeping America
Strong” award presented by
Retired Rear Admiral Kevin
F. Delaney. This award is
presented to companies that
have products or services that
make a difference in our quality of life here in America.
William Shatner began producing the show after the
9/11 terrorist attack, as a way
to showcase the resilient heart
of Americans. The show is
scheduled to air some time
early to mid March. Actual
dates are not yet available, so
please check your local cable
network schedule for or go to:
http://www.youtube.com/bo
dybiotics to view the prerecorded video.

Even a single tiny disturbance in the body’s enzymatic order can result in a complete imbalance
making the body susceptible to a variety of chronic to life-threatening diseases.**
Customer Appreciation
Coupon

3 for 2
Buy 2 and Get 1
FREE
BODY BIOTICS
SPE™
Systemic Plant Enzymes

Offer not available on website.
Expiration Date: 04/05/10

Customer Testimonial
After being in the health field for the last 10 years. I
am a huge proponent of Probiotics. I have tried
many different Probiotics supplements, including
some which had to be refrigerated. I finally settled
on Body Biotics because I got the biggest bang when
taking them with my daily regimen.
I am very healthy, so for me to feel such a difference, I knew Body Biotics had to be really good. As
soon as I started taking it, I noticed that my energy
increased in a core power and stamina way. It was
subtle, but I definitely felt it.
When everybody
around me gets sick and I don’t, I know that in part
it is due to Body Biotics. I wouldn’t be caught without this product. I love it and recommend it to everyone I know.

Brooke Faville of
Charleston, SC

WE NEED YOUR HELP: People around the world are looking for effective health solutions. They need to
hear your story. Many of you have been using BODY BIOTICS™ for as long as 25 years. If you are willing to
share your personal testimonial for use in our media, please call us at: 800-713-3888 or email it to:
info@bodybiotics.com along with a headshot photo. Remember to put the word “testimonial” in the subject box.
LIFE SCIENCE PRODUCTS, INC.
6830 N. Eldridge Pkwy. #106
Houston, TX 77041

To Order Call: 713-466-9001 or 800-713-3888
Or Fax To: 713-466-9018

www.bodybiotics.com

The R.E.A.L. Health Solution: R=Restore E=Eliminate A=Assimilate L=Longevity

